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Cornell University Press, United States, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Raptors are formally classified into five families and include birds-such as eagles,
ospreys, kites, true hawks, buzzards, harriers, vultures, and falcons-that are familiar and
recognized by many observers. These diurnal birds of prey are found on every continent except
Antarctica and can thrive in seemingly inhospitable spots such as deserts and the tundra. They have
powerful talons and hooked beaks for cutting and tearing meat, and keen binocular vision to aid in
their hunting prowess. Because of their large size, distinctive feeding habits, and long-distance flight
patterns, raptors intrigue humans and have been the subject of much general interest as well as
extensive scientific research.Keith L. Bildstein has watched and studied raptors on five continents
and is well prepared to explain their critical importance, not only as ecological entities but also as
inspirational tokens across natural and human-dominated landscapes. His book offers a
comprehensive and accessible account of raptors, including their evolutionary history, their
relationships to other groups of birds, their sensory abilities, their general natural history, their
breeding ecology and feeding behavior, and threats to their survival in a human-dominated world.
Biologically sound but...
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Extensive manual! Its this type of great read through. Sure, it is actually engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been written in an
exceedingly simple way and it is simply right after i finished reading this pdf through which basically altered me, affect the way i believe.
-- Mr s. Mer tie Cum m er a ta-- Mr s. Mer tie Cum m er a ta

It becomes an incredible ebook which i have at any time go through. It normally fails to charge excessive. Your daily life period will be enhance the instant
you full reading this article book.
-- Aliz e B a shir ia n I-- Aliz e B a shir ia n I
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